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NOTE: Measurements are as close to symmetrical as possible. For improved accuracy, take it 
slow, press often, and square the red and white burst before stitching on the inner borders. 

A

 Fabric 01  - ½ yards medium blue, eagle feathers 
 Fabric 02 - ½ yard navy blue eagle wing parts and inner border 
 Fabric 03 - 1 yard light blue wing highlights, outer border and binding 
 Fabric 04 - ⅛ yard brown claws, beak and eye 
 Fabric 05 - (1) fat quarter, white head
 Fabric 06 - (1) fat quarter, beige, shadows on head and tail 
 Fabric 07 - ⅞ yard dark blue background, eagle silhouette
 Background - 1 yard white stripes
            - 1½ yards red stripes
 Backing and Sleeve - 1½ yards
 3 yards fusible web - Heat ‘n Bond Featherlite
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Fabric 01  Medium Blue, eagle feathers

Fabric 02  Navy Blue, eagle wing parts &  
 inner border

Fabric 03  Light Blue, wing highlights, outer  
 border & binding

Fabric 04  Brown, claws, beak & eye

Fabric 05  White, head

Fabric 06 Beige, shadows on head & tail

Fabric 07  Dark Blue, background, eagle  
 silhouette

Entire background of body and tail, shown as white on this map.

This mark measures 5½"
down from the top edge  
of the outer borders,
and 2" in from the outer
left hand border.

background 
Fab 07:1

Fab 04:4

Fab 02:6

This mark measures 10" in from
the outer edge of the right hand
outer border, and 2" up from
the bottom edge of the
bottom outer border.

Eagle Appliqué 
Layout Map

Excluding pieces:
them down. Do NOT iron until everything is down, and placed where you want it!


